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Abstract
This article describes the possibility of triangulation function use for the classification, analysis and identification of complex
microsystem physical object parameters. They analyzed the existing methods and identification algorithms, their advantages and
disadvantages are highlighted. The existing methods of triangulation are considered, the possibility of Delaunay triangulation is
described for surfactant signal 3-D model development and analysis. They developed the algorithm to identify the state of an object using
the triangulation function that takes into account the change of node coordinates and the length of the triangulation grid edges. They
presented the visual UML model. The conclusions are drawn about the possibility of triangulation function use for the analysis of
complex microsystem state.
Keywords: micro and nanotechnologies, modeling, analysis, identification, algorithm, UML model, triangulation, surface-acoustic waves, complex
microsystem, heterogeneous microstructures.

1. Introduction
One of the priority trends of RF science and technology
development [1, 2] is the implementation of micro and
nanotechnologies, which will allow to proceed to the
implementation of complex microsystems. The physical basis for
the development of complex microsystems is the microstructure
combining the elements that have specific mechanical, electrical
and optical properties. The development of structures with the
combination of the listed properties is of particular complexity.
Such structures can be called heterogeneous microstructures,
uniting a set of physical objects with different physical properties
in their composition.
The management of complex microsystems involves the
determination of their parameters, which in its turn means the
determination of physical object parameter values that form
heterogeneous microstructures. The obtained values of physical
object parameters should be structured in accordance with the
purpose and the task of complex microsystem operation, as well as
their structure and the functional purpose of elements. In order to
determine the limitations of complex microsystems, it is necessary
to monitor the parameters of physical objects.
Currently, surface acoustic waves (SAW) are used most widely for
analysis, modeling, and data collection on the parameters of
heterogeneous microstructures. SAW is an elastic wave that
propagates in the upper surface layer along a half-space border or
along the border of various physical nature media [17]. According
to the type of distribution, there are SAWs with horizontal and
vertical polarization. The type of SAW wave is determined
primarily by the direction of the surface layer displacement along
the x axis or along the y axis. The displacement of the surface
layer is described not only by the direction, but also by the

displacement of the matter particle oscillations in the sagittal plane
(x, z), as a rule, the displacement has an elliptical shape.
In order to obtain a complete picture of the surface layer change,
they developed the 3-D model of a physical object using the
signals from the sensors on surface-acoustic waves. There is the
task of identification, analysis and classification of the obtained 3D model [20]. However, currently existing methods and
algorithms describe the processes of 2-D signal classification,
analysis and identification, the linear dimensions of which do not
belong to the classification of “micro” and “nano”. Therefore, in
order to monitor the parameters of physical objects for complex
microsystems, it is necessary to search for new methods of
classification, analysis and identification of signals describing the
state of objects.
In this paper, we simulated the identification algorithm for the 3-D
model of a complex microsystem physical object using
triangulation functions. The practical significance of the work is in
the possibility of the obtained algorithm use to identify the changes
in the physical parameters of complex microsystem elements, as
well as to reduce the likelihood of recognition errors.

2. Analysis of Existing Methods for Complex
System Condition Monitoring
The physical basis of complex microsystem existence is the
heterogeneous microstructure, which is the combination of physical
objects of various types. During the operation of complex
microsystems, the parameters of physical objects are converted first
into electrical parameters, and then into a digital code. Further, in
accordance with the heterogeneous microstructure model, the
resulting code table is structured according to the physical model,
as well as with the consideration of existing limitations and
physical meaning. The model of a complex microsystem is built on
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the basis of the physical model of a heterogeneous microstructure
and in the general case includes some limitations on the setting of
parameters and their derivatives, a target function or a tree of goals,
as well as the functional or stochastic models determining the
relationships between technical parameters.
In [18, 19], the complex microsystem is presented as the
integration of microelectromechanical system with optical
components. Proceeding from the results of technology current
state analysis, it is necessary to expand the existing concepts of a
heterogeneous microstructure and a complex microsystem.
Heterogeneous microstructure is a set of optical, electronic and
mechanical properties of a physical object, combined into a single
whole (Figure 1).
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Artificial neural networks are used as an identification tool. The
features of neural network use in the problems of analysis and
identification are considered in [22, 23, 25]. Figure 2 shows the
generalized algorithm for the identification of complex system 2-D
objects.
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Figure 2: The generalized algorithm for complex system 2-D object
identification

Figure 1: Heterogenic microstructure

A complex microsystem is a set of information-controlling and
functional elements united in one design model. The principle of
structural element interaction is based on the physical model of a
heterogeneous microstructure, taking into account the transitions to
micro- and nano-elements. A complex microsystem takes into
account the functional dependence of a physical object physical
properties, but at the same time imposes certain restrictions on the
actuating elements.
In order to determine the limitations of a complex microsystem, it
is necessary to monitor the parameters of a physical object: input
signal amplitude, frequency, phase, speed, etc. The combination of
a physical object properties for a complex microsystem is
determined by the analysis of the structural element physical
effects. Nowadays, the following physical effects are most
widespread during the development of a complex microsystem:
- inertia;
- gyroscopic effect;
- friction;
- deformation;
- electrical conductivity;
- thermal conductivity;
- phase transitions of the first and the second type;
- surface tension;
- sorption and diffusion.
However, the task of more and more functional complex
microsystem development makes it necessary to conduct the
research on such effects as the dispersion field, surface layer
heterogeneity, and the thickness of structural elements [19]. The
wavelength of the input signal and the thickness of the surface
layer are of particular importance during the analysis of complex
microsystems. The restrictions imposed on these parameters affect
the nature of the input and the output signal oscillations, and,
consequently, the geometric parameters of complex microsystem
surface layer [24]. The study of such changes makes it possible to
identify the occurrence of emergency situations in complex
microsystems.
In the works [3-4] they consider the methods of identification
system development for 2-D objects, which are the structural
elements of complex systems. A particular attention is paid to the
recognition process performance improvement and the probability
increase. The identification algorithms for 2-D objects are
described in detail by [5-7]. The most common method is the
method of an object identification in "frequency-time" aspect.

In order to obtain reliable information about the processes
occurring in the structural elements of complex systems, the
information about the reference signal is necessary. The sensor on
the surface-acoustic waves reads the information from the
elements. The system processes the received information from
interference that may occur during a signal receiving and a signal
transmission via communication channels. Taking into account the
changes in the structure of the elements a neural network is
developed. The neural network is trained on reference signals.
Along with the process of the reference signal obtaining, the
identification of the signal from the SAW sensor is carried out. The
identification in this case is the process of the original and the
reference signal comparison. In the event of a match, the
conclusion is made about an emergency possibility.
To ensure a high probability of identification, it is necessary to
accumulate information in the database. The accumulation involves
the storage of information according to classification criteria that
determine the likelihood of physical effects in the structural
element of an object under study. In the works [8-10], they
considered the methods of signal classification. Analyzing the
works, we can conclude that in order to obtain reliable information
it is necessary to use complete data sets (i.e., the data obtained over
a long time).
Summarizing the results of the study, we can conclude that it is
necessary to use artificial neural networks to identify the 3-D
objects of complex microsystems. At the same time, the
identification of an object in the frequency-time aspect is
insufficient to display the full picture of object physical parameter
change. Let us consider the possibility of triangulation function use
to identify the 3-D objects of complex microsystems.

3. Implementation of Triangulation Function
to Identify the Condition of Complex
Microsystems
The algorithmic studies of triangulation development and
application task appeared in the second half of the 20th century.
From the mid-70-ies, they started the systematic study of geometric
algorithms and the possibility of triangulation use in practical
activity. Triangulation is the process of a plane division into N
triangles. The use of triangulation is an integral part during the
three-dimensional modeling of objects.
At the beginning of the XXI century, it was proposed to use the
algorithmic dependence of the nodes and the edges of the
triangulation grid to describe the changes in 3-D object parameters
[26]. In order to perform the identification procedure, it was
necessary to obtain a three-dimensional model of the object of
study. In order to build three-dimensional models, two classes of
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triangulation methods are distinguished: direct and iterative.
Iterative methods have sufficient versatility and can be used to
triangulate the regions of arbitrary type [21], while they require
greater labor intensity and implementation complexity for a
particular structural element of a complex microsystem. It should
be noted that the grids developed by iterative methods are
unstructured and non-uniform. Unstructured nature is conditioned
by the topology of the grid, which is formed in the process of
development and can vary within one subarea. The quality of the
grid is determined by its structure [21].
The algorithms of iterative triangulation method use in
identification problems describe the dependence of the minimum
triangulation density on the probability and identification speed
[11, 14]. The use of Delaunay triangulation greatly simplifies the
task of the minimum density optimization. During the attempts to
use the Delaunay triangulation for three-dimensional objects a
number of problems is revealed: the grid does not maximize the
minimum angles and sequential improvement algorithms do not
work in space. The Canadian mathematician B. Joe proved that if
new tetrahedra are added to an existing Delaunay triangulation
(breaking one of the internal ones or attaching the tetrahedron to
the outer face), then the resulting grid can be brought to the
Delaunay triangulation using successive “trades” [26].
In order to develop the Delaunay triangulation, the source data is a
set of points that should become the nodes of triangulation. An
obvious advantage of this approach is an extremely precise control
over the size of the grid elements. The dimensions of the grid
elements are determined by the density of nodes. By increasing the
density of node placement in particular places of the region, it is
possible to achieve the local thickening of the grid near these
features automatically. If the area is complex, you can ensure that
nodes are placed on the surfaces and the edges of the constraints.
The simplest and most frequently used node allocation method is
based on the principles of boundary correction. The source area is
placed in a super-region filled with the nodes in accordance with a
given density of node placement, then the nodes lying near the
border of the region are projected onto it, and the nodes outside the
region are removed. There are other, more complex methods [12,
13, 15, 16]. A common disadvantage of all methods based on the
Delaunay criterion is a high sensitivity to the accuracy of machine
calculations. The computational procedures used in these methods
lead to the accumulation of rounding errors, which in the end can
lead to the errors in the grid structure or an algorithm looping. The
increase of calculation accuracy does not give significant results
[21]. The use of numerical types with double precision stops
working with the problems of medium complexity (the grids with
several thousand nodes). A partial solution to this problem may be
the use of fixed-point numeric types. It is also possible to use
"accurate arithmetic", the implementation modules of which they
have developed for many applied programming languages (C++,
Java, etc.).
Considering the peculiarities of the Delaunay triangulation
implementation, we will conduct the simulation of the algorithm to
identify the physical parameters of complex microsystem physical
objects using UML 2.0. Figure 3 shows the developed algorithm.
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In order to obtain a high probability of physical parameter change
recognition and, thus, the possibility of emergency situation
occurrence, it is necessary to create the database of reference
signals. For this, it is necessary to monitor the physical state of
complex microsystem structural elements for a long time. The
signal from the sensor to the SAW conducts the information
retrieval from the microsystem, the signal is transmitted via the
communication channel to the identification system. Using the
Delaunay algorithm and the obtained SAW signals, they develop
three-dimensional model describing the changes in the physical
parameters of complex microsystem structural elements.
The essence of the algorithm consists in the Delaunay triangulation
development without restrictions, and then the restoration of the
surface and the restriction line takes place by the local restructuring
of the grid. Delaunay algorithm can be divided into four stages:
1) the development of Delaunay triangulation without restrictions;
2) the restoration of restriction "edges";
3) the restoration of limitation surfaces;
4) the cutting off the "extra" tetrahedra that are outside the
boundary of a given region.
Listing 1 shows the code of circle development.
Listing 1 - The building of circles
double strength = sourceSl.getSignalStrength();
double
distance
=
calculateDistance(strength
*sourceSl.getDetector().getKoef());
MapCoordDbo coord = sourceAlert.getCoords();
Area area = new Area (new Ellipse2F.Double(coord.getX(),
coord.getY(), distance*2, distance*2));
The function of distance calculation between nodes is shown in
Listing 2.
Listing 2 - The calculation of the distance between the nodes
public static double calculation Distance (double db) {
double [] dbs = {…};
double [] fts = {…};
double k = -…;
double prev Db = 70;
double prev Distant = 0;
for(int i=0; i<dbs. length; i++) {
if (dbs [i ]< db) {break;}
koef = (dbs [i] – prev Db) / (fts [i] – prev Distant);
prev Db = dbs [i];
prev Distant = fts [i];}
return prev Distant + koef * (db – prev Db);}
Thus, we obtain the information on the coordinates of the
triangulation grid nodes and on the coordinates and the length of
the edges. This information is transmitted to the database for
storage as standards. Then an artificial neural network is
developed, which is trained on the standards. The information
about network settings is stored in a database.
A distinctive feature of triangulation function use is the verification
of the algorithm the computational stability [27]. The stability
check includes:
1) The check of coincidence for two given points.
2) The check of the relative position of two points with respect to a
straight line passing through two given points.

parameter identification()
identification()
result()

Figure 3: The algorithm for the identification of physical object parameters
of complex microsystems

3) The check of collinearity for three given points.
4) The check of the relative position for a point and a triangle.
5) The check of bypass for three given points.
6) The check of the Delaunay condition fulfillment for two given
adjacent triangles.
7) The localization of a point in triangulation.
8) The search for an intersection point of two straight lines.
In order to ensure the high stability of the computing ability of the
algorithm, it is necessary to use the calculation accuracy of at least
10-5.
In parallel with the process of information accumulation, the sensor
on SAW conducts the registration of physical state change
concerning the structural elements of complex microsystems.
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Unlike the identification of 2D objects, the “non-conformity”
search is conducted, i.e. the search for changes in the physical
parameters of the object under study. If the obtained model does
not coincide with the standard stored in the database, a signal is
passed to the operator to make a decision. If these changes are not
abnormal, the operator makes decisions about the making of these
changes in the database as a possible deviation from the standard.
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[7]

[8]

4. Results
The use of surface-acoustic waves makes it possible to analyze the
physical state of the structural elements for complex microsystems,
and increases the probability of change identification in the
structure of the surface layer of the object under study. Using the
signals from the sensors on surfactants and Delaunay triangulation,
it was proposed to develop the 3-D model describing the changes in
the physical parameters of structural elements. The developed
identification algorithm recognizes the change in node coordinates
and the length of the edges in the triangulation grid of the object
under study. The use of triangulation increases the probability of
recognition and makes it possible to use an algorithm to analyze the
physical state of microsystems.

[9]

[10]

[11]

5. Conclusions

[12]

The developed algorithm is of practical interest in the issues of
simulation modeling of physical object parameter identification in
complex microsystems. Using the obtained results, it is planned to
model and test an identification subsystem.

[13]
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